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UM BIO STATION LANDS MAJOR GRANT 
TO STUDY PACIFIC RIM ECOSYSTEMS
MISSOULA-
The University of Montana’s Flathead Lake Biological Station has been awarded a three- 
year $4.6 million grant from the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation to continue studying 
pristine salmon and trout watersheds along the Pacific Rim.
Station Director Jack Stanford said the grant will support the Salmonid Rivers 
Observatory Network (SaRON), a long-term project initiated in 2003 to study the biological 
diversity and productivity of 15 to 20 pristine salmon-river ecosystems. Targeted rivers are in 
British Columbia, Alaska and Kamchatka in the Russian Far East.
UM’s primary SaRON partners are the Wild Salmon Center in Portland, Ore., and 
Moscow State University in Russia, along with a number of First Nations and federal and state 
agencies.
The goal of the project is to complete a massive, in-depth, comprehensive study of these 
rivers by examining the geology, chemistry, vegetation, aquatic organisms, stream flow and 
more. Stanford and his fellow ecologists want to gain a better understanding of the complex web 
of water and life -  which he calls the “shifting habitat mosaic” -  that make up healthy river
systems.
-more-
He said the shifting habitat mosaic concept, which examines spatial change of habitat for 
river organisms such as salmon in response to environmental variation, has become a guiding 
principle for river research and management worldwide.
The approach was pioneered at the Nyack Flood Plain on the Middle Fork of the Flathead 
River through research funded by the National Science Foundation and is the basis for much of 
the multidisciplinary research that now characterizes the biological station.
“We study systems ecology -  working from the genotypes of the salmon and the biology 
of the organisms they support -  all the way up to global views of landscape change,” Stanford 
said. “So it’s genes-to-ecosystem-level kind of work.”
SaRON goals include quantifying the biophysical processes that produce the shifting 
habitat mosaic and using this information to devise and promote new conservation and 
management strategies for salmon rivers, as well as ideas to restore rivers negatively impacted by 
people.
“Our research is designed to provide a new approach for salmon management 
worldwide,” Stanford said. “We need a paradigm shift in the management of wild salmon that 
focuses on sustaining the abundance and health of wild salmon habitat by allowing very 
charitable returns of spawning fish to not only produce the next generations of fish, but also add 
fertility to the system so those salmon youngsters grow into strong competitors for the rigors of 
the ocean they must return to.”
The failed old paradigm, he said, is called maximum-sustained yield in which salmon 
populations are harvested to just above their theoretical replacement numbers. This can prevent
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salmon from returning to their birth rivers, where they die after they spawn and naturally fertilize 
the river system, in enough numbers to maintain natural fertility.
“Some of the remote British Columbia rivers we work on are carved by glaciers out of 
granite bedrock, so they are characterized by very low background concentrations of nutrients -  
they essentially are rivers of rainwater,” Stanford said. “Sustenance of these otherwise pristine 
rivers is dependent on salmon coming back and dying, thereby stimulating productivity through 
complex pathways created by consumers of the carcasses.
“Salmon harvest prescriptions have allowed very high exploitation rates of returning 
salmon for the last 100 years,” he said, “and many Pacific Rim rivers appear to have lost much 
productivity and biodiversity that would otherwise come from the salmon themselves. We are 
never going to see a truly sustained yield of wild salmon until we limit harvests and let those 
rivers come back naturally. Our project aims to provide the scientific rationale for doing salmon 
management differently, with much greater emphasis on returning spawners to the river 
ecosystem to enhance fertility naturally.”
Several of the salmon-river ecosystems studied by SaRON have seen little meddling from 
humankind, especially those in Kamchatka. There Stanford has found untouched flood plains 
where thousands of salmon can be found spawning and dying on a single gravel bar. Such 
healthy areas are studied so they can serve as a template for salmon river restoration efforts.
SaRON now has established six research camps around the Pacific Rim. There scientists 
use a wide array of research methods to study river floodplains -  everything from NASA satellite
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imagery to ground acoustic Doppler profiling of river depth and velocity to define habitat in 
relation to floodplain ecological structure and function.
The floodplains of the study rivers go under the microscope in a variety of ways. River 
chemistry and nutrient availability from spawning salmon are measured and examined in relation 
to productivity of food webs within various habitats delineated by the remote sensing. Water 
temperature patterns and physical attributes such as wood debris and groundwater upwelling are 
used to characterize habitat types found within the shifting habitat mosaic. Plants and animals are 
cataloged, and non-lethal clips of fish fins are used to document fish population structure. The 
goal is to relate salmonid biodiversity and productivity to habitat dynamics and the natural import 
of marine nutrients via the returning salmon.
“We are going to use all this field data to build models of how the landscape changes in 
time and space and how productivity of salmon moves around as the landscape moves around,” 
Stanford said. “These models will be very sophisticated.”
The goal, he said, is to combine these models with climate models to determine what a 
river will be like decades from now if current trends in warming climate and decreasing wild 
salmon runs continue.
“It’s risky research because we could be wrong about the utility of this novel approach,” 
Stanford said. “But the evidence we have is enough to convince us that we can, and obviously the 
Moore Foundation believes in this as well.”
Stanford said the Flathead Lake Biological Station and its scientists have become a major 
worldwide research entity. Few field stations the size of UM’s facility have six resident faculty
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and about 30 staff members and graduate students using an extramural research budget of 
approximately $3.5 million annually.
“The overall success rate for getting National Science Foundation grants is about 5 
percent to 7 percent,” he said. “Our funding success with NSF is much higher, and the basic 
research outcomes we have achieved with NSF funding have attracted very large NASA and 
foundation awards. We are indeed pleased with our long-term relationship with the Moore 
Foundation. We intend to forge a clear future for sustaining the natural productivity of Pacific 
Rim salmon river ecosystems.”
The Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, established in 2000, seeks to advance 
environmental conservation and cutting-edge scientific research around the world and improve 
the quality of life in the San Francisco Bay area.
The goals of the foundation’s Wild Salmon Ecosystems Initiative are to preserve the 
integrity of the North Pacific salmon ecosystem by investing in watershed habitat protection and 
management reform in aquaculture and harvest with the focus on Russia’s Kamchatka Peninsula, 
Alaska and northern British Columbia. For more information, visit http://www.moore.org.
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